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Once the pulsating heart of London commerce and home to the world’s largest fish market, the halls of 
Old Billingsgate market were humming with the sound of industry again last month as merchants of the 
fintech world descended on the venue for FinovateEurope 2015. 
 
While the seafood trade has long since been pushed to the periphery, financial technology innovation is 
becoming one of the Capital’s new business cornerstones. 
 
Interest in technology solutions for consumer-facing banks, corporate entities, hedge funds, exchanges 
and beyond have surged in recent years. 
 
Capital pouring into the global fintech community more than tripled in the last six years, from under 
$930m invested in 2008 to over $2.97bn in 2013. 
 
The UK and Ireland has well-established itself as the hub of operations in Europe. 
 
In 2013, the area accounted for over 50% of deals made and almost 70% of financing across the 
continent ($265m). 
 
As crowds gathered in the iconic 19th century building for the opening salvo of the two-day conference, 
participants prepped their pitches and tested their slides, all hoping to instigate the latest round of deals 
and investments in European fintech. 
 
Started in San Francisco in 2007, Finovate has provided a stage for some major successes over the 
years with past presenters including the likes of Betterment, Lending Club, Nutmeg and TransferWise. 
 
Aiming “to highlight cutting edge fintech ideas from hot young start-ups and established industry leaders”, 
there was a real mix of companies in attendance as demonstrations ranged from mobile payments and 
bitcoin credit cards, to the latest in security authentication and fund reconciliation tools. 
 
FinovateEurope first took place in London in 2011 and is now a key date in the financial technology 
calendar. There was more than 1,250 people in attendance at this year’s event. 
 
Seventy-two firms took to the stage in the market hall, each having seven minutes to demonstrate their 
innovation, with no video footage allowed. The only aids permitted were image slideshows or links to 
mobile applications. 
 
HFMTechnology was in the audience to cast its eye over the latest industry creations. 
 
Here are five Finovate finds which could be of benefit to the hedge fund sector and a round-up of the 
day’s other stellar performers. 
 
 

http://www.hfmtechnology.com/finovateeurope-2015/


Xignite 
 
The established market data API firm, which already counts 40 Finovate alumni companies as customers, 
unveiled a product offering from its recent partnership with FactSet. 
 
Xignite’s cloud platform allows access to data from 40 different international markets and over 200 
exchanges. It also claims to be able to “integrate APIs into an application real-time in under two minutes”. 
 
Described by Travis Okamoto during the demonstration as “much like shopping on Amazon”, the new 
release lets firms find historical financials, fundamentals, earnings and other data and it is the first time 
such information is available through REST APIs. 
 
“The XigniteFactsetFundamentals API provides access to historical financial data and fundamentals for 
over 70,000 equities in North America, Latin America, EMEA and Asia-Pacific,” CEO Stephane Dubois 
told HFMTechnology. 
 
“This API is critical to any financial institution or hedge fund whose strategy depends heavily on 
fundamental analysis given its robust offering of accurate stock and company fundamental data that is 
gathered and cross-checked by FactSet Research Systems.” 
 
Also unveiled was Xignite Super Quotes, designed to “help customers save money on exchange fees”. It 
allows firms to test API outputs, is compatible with XML, CSV and JSON and can also be customisable to 
specific data outputs. 
 
Akamai Financial Technologies 
 
Cloud security provider Akamai has been active for more than a decade, but used the Finovate platform 
to unveil their new cyber-attack forecaster. 
 
The smart “Kona Sight Defender”, which forms part of Akamai’s client reputation services, gives firms the 
ability to stay ahead of potential distributed denial of service (DDoS) and application layer attacks. 
 
“Nearly every innovation shown at Finovate has one critical dependency: The Internet, which is an 
inherently dangerous place to conduct business,” Rich Bolstridge, chief strategist, financial services, told 
HFMTechnology. 
 
“Hacktivists, organised crime, and state sponsored actors are trying to take down our sites, disrupt our 
businesses and steal our data.” 
 
Essentially, the Kona product identifies and shares with customers how dangerous particular IP 
addresses could be by splitting them into one of four ”malicious” groups; web attackers, DDoS, web 
scrapers and scanning tools. It does this by collating data on historical attacks and threats and produces 
reports for its clients on pending attacks to their systems. 
 
“For hedge funds, attacks on web sites are not the problem as they are for banks. But even without 
transactional web portals, hedge funds are at risk of DDoS attacks directly against their data centers,” 
Bolstridge said. 
 
“Attackers frequently take out data centers with network layer attacks directed at IP addresses, 
overwhelming network bandwidth and router capacity in data centers. 
 
“The only way to protect data centers from these attacks is to use a cloud security service.  Akamai’s 
Security Operations Center handles on average 8 to 10 DDoS attacks per day for our customers, many of 
which are over 100 Mbps.” 
 
Kpax 



 
Belgium-headquarted Kpax, the automated platform which allows firms to compare, match and reconcile 
financial data, launched its cloud-based product at Finovate. 
 
The first of its kind, Kpax BlueBird enables users to instantaneously and securely compare multiple file 
formats, including CSV, TXT, SQL and SWIFT, which can then be delivered directly to MS Excel. The 
cloud platform also incorporates deletion technology which clears data analysed once the user has 
signed out. 
 
“BlueBird is our entry-level offering and allows users the opportunity to sign up for free and test out the 
diverse capabilities, accuracy and unparalleled performance speed of the Kpax platform,” said Jean-Luc 
Nicoue, founder and CEO of Kpax. 
 
“We are extremely confident that financial institutions of any size will see the multiple analytical 
possibilities offered by the platform through BlueBird.” 
 
The hosted solution provides users with the capability to personalise their analytics for multiple purposes 
such as end-of-day and regulatory reporting. 
 
WSI Integration 
 
WSI aims to improve the processing and management of trading data and the London-based firm 
unveiled the next generation of its Xceptor product at last month’s event. 
 
WSI’s Kevin Josling explained to HFMTechnology: “In terms of the Xceptor product, it has been designed 
to facilitate better operational control over data processes: firstly, by reducing manual intervention and 
raising straight-through processing rates (by automating calculations and data processing steps). 
 
“It also improves oversight through the use of configurable dashboards and reporting tools, with full 
access and administrative control controlled by the operations management team. 
 
“Xceptor is already being used in one hedge fund, to help them manage their investment portfolio data, 
pulling in data from PDFs and Excel spreadsheet before cleaning and enhancing it, and integrating it into 
a single 
database.” 
 
Sedicii 
 
“No more passwords” came the acclamation from Sedicii co-founder Rob Leslie. Instead of passwords 
being stored on website or company servers, with Sedicii the password never leaves the computer. 
 
“We launched three new authentication solutions to secure the identity and data of organisations and 
individuals at Finovate,” commercial director Richard Coady told HFMTechnology. 
 
To protect against man-in-the-middle and man-in-the-browser malware attacks, a code or test is sent to 
the user – a unique code sent to their mobile phone for example – and thus the organisation can identify 
the password holder without taking sensitive information directly onto its own website. 
 
Therefore, if a third-party company used by your firm is hacked then no employee password information is 
actually stored on its servers. 
 
The service can be managed “on premise” whereby a firm runs and manage the solution independently 
and is priced on a license basis. 
 
Alternatively, it can be operated in a cloud configuration where the service can be shared by numerous 
organisations and is charged per transaction and is managed entirely by Sedicii. 



 
CoinJar 
Founded: May 2013 
Product launch: December 2014 
Headquarters: London, UK 
 
The idea: “CoinJar lets users buy, sell, send, receive, and spend digital and traditional forms of currency 
using the blockchain technology that underlies bitcoin. It opens the potential for bitcoin to become the 
future of global remittance payments, automated escrow, smart contracts, digitised asset ledgers, and 
secured and signed user cryptography.” 
 
Delta Bank 
Founded: February 2006 
Product launch: September 2014 
Headquarters: Kiev, Ukraine 
 
The idea: “Pay2You is a service for sending money to any contact from your address book. You choose 
the recipient of payment from your phone book, input your card details and the sum, then push “send 
money,” and the recipient receives the SMS with a transfer security code. The recipient then enters their 
account details along with the security code and money instantly proceeds to their account.” 
 
StreetShares 
Founded: July 2013 
Product Launch: July 2014 
Headquarters: Virginia, USA 
 
The idea: “The StreetShares marketplace uses social affinities and online auction technology to provide 
small business borrowers with loans at lower rates, and provide investors with higher returns. It provides 
small business owners with the opportunity to pitch their loan requests to retail and institutional investors 
at no cost or obligation. StreetShares investors then compete to fund the loans through a StreetShares 
auction, where the lowest rates charged to borrowers win.” 
 
Avoka 
Founded: January 2002 
Product launch: December 2013 
Headquarters: London, UK 
 
The idea:  “Avoka transforms legacy paper, PDF, and web forms into multi-channel digital engagement 
applications for credit cards, personal loans, or government services, which increases sales, drives 
customer acquisition, and improves customer experience – it is the three-minute loan application: the 
fastest on-boarding experience in the world.” 
 

 


